Visit our new Renewable show house
Be Green are pleased to announce the opening of our new renewable show house
that will provide a complete Heating, Cooling and Energy Solution.
The estate of nine new homes ticks all the renewable credentials required with any
planning application and best of all, has worked out to be cheaper to install than a
conversional gas central heating system.
Each of the 3, 4 and 5-bedroomed properties has been designed to use as little energy as possible saving
huge amounts on the home owners annual energy bills, as well as giving your customers the incredible
satisfaction and feel good factor of knowing there doing there little bit to help the environment.
By working closely with Housestyle Countrywide, Be Green have been able to create homes that are not
only inexpensive to run and environmentally-friendly but is a cleaner and healthy place to live in.
Please come along, you are very welcome and see what you will inevitably be doing in the not too distant
future. See some of the latest ‘green’ innovations in heating and cooling and energy creation and storage
actually working. You will also gaining an understanding of the pricing of this, there are a number of
technologies we have installed; below is some of what you’ll see when you visit the show house:
Solar PV Energy support by Tesla Energy Batteries
Discrete In-Roof solar PV panels provide free energy to the house. This energy is stored in cutting-edge
Tesla batteries for use when the sun goes down and/or whenever there’s a power cut.
A constant flow of fresh air
The MVHR ventilation system provides fresh filtered air to your bedrooms and living rooms and extracts
unwanted stale air from the kitchen, bathrooms and toilets. This constant air movement means that dust
and allergens are continuously removed – great if anyone in your family suffers from hay fever or asthma.
And great if you don’t enjoy dusting!
Ground Source Heat Pumps and Room-by-room temperature control
A GSHP will provides all the heating, hot water and cooling to run an easy-to-use climate control system
allows you to set a different temperature for each room in the house. So the home can be warm and
toasty in winter and pleasantly cool in summer, creating the perfect living environment.
Ventilation for your clothes
The built-in wardrobes gently flow air around your clothes to keep them constantly fresh and clean.
Comfort Cooling and Chilled Ceiling s
Comfort Cooling cools the whole house by cooling the air entering through the ventilation system. For
individual room cooling or Air Conditioning each room has Chilled ceilings that keep any room at a set
desired temperature, with zero noise. The free-to-run comfort cooling systems will keep your home
perfectly cool in the summer.
Stay in control, even when you’re away
All of Be Green’s heating; comfort cooling and climate control systems have one-touch controls that can
be used in the home or remotely via your smartphone. So you can always come back to a home that’s
set at the optimum temperature for you.

To visit the show house, call us on 01895 204884 and ask for Ria to book an appointment.

